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Abstract1 

This paper explores the viability of 
porting lexico-syntactic information 
from English to Basque in order to 
make PP attachment decisions. Basque 
is a free constituent order language 
where PPs in a multiple -verb sentence 
can be attached to any of the verbs. We 
compared a system trained in non-
ambiguous (single verb) Basque 
sentences with another system trained 
on a parsed English corpus (BNC). The 
results show that crosslingual learning is 
possible though the performance is 
lower than in the monolingual version. 
But when combined, an increase in 
more than 15% of recall is attained, 
showing that porting information from a 
language with more resources can be 
helpful to overcome resource 
restrictions in some other language. 

1 Introduction and Motivation 

In the last decades a vast number of resources 
has been developed for some languages, 
specially for English, in the syntactic and 
semantic levels (PennTreebank, Wordnet, 
FrameNet, Propbank, VerbNet). This is not the 
case for most of the languages, including lesser-
used languages like Basque, for which it is 
difficult to get raw or annotated corpora in 
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significant amounts. This work explores the 
crosslingual portability of linguistic knowledge, 
more precisely of lexico-syntactic knowledge, as 
a way to reduce the lower performance attained 
by syntactic parsers in such languages, in this 
case Basque. 

We chose to focus on the PP attachment 
problem to evaluate the portability hypothesis. 
The specific problem is that of deciding to which 
verb attach each phrase. We chose this kind of 
PP attachment problem because it is a specially 
hard problem for free word order languages like 
Basque; In principle PP attachment ambiguity in 
multiple-verb sentences is high as PPs can appear 
in any position. In contrast PP attachment 
ambiguities rela ting noun vs. verb anchors is 
more rare in Basque. 

The experiment we present here was divided 
in two parts. The first part consisted of using 
Basque corpora to construct a monolingual 
classifier capable of attaching correctly Basque 
ambiguous PPs. The second part of the 
experiment corresponds to the construction of a 
crosslingual classifier. Both classifiers were 
evaluated over the same Basque PP attachment 
ambiguities. 

The distribution of the paper is the following. 
Section 2 describes in more detail PP attachment 
ambiguities in Basque. Section 3 presents the 
monolingual approach for PP attachment. In 
section 4 we outline the crosslingual method. 
Section 5 describes the corpora used. The results 
are presented in Section 6. Finally, we draw the 
conclusions. 



2 PP Attachment ambiguities in Basque 

As said before, Basque is a free constituent order 
language. PPs can attach in any order with 
respect to their corresponding verb. The only 
restriction being that crossing cannot occur 
between PPs corresponding to two different 
verbs. The following sentence illustrates the 
existing ambiguities to the sentence level: 
 
[Lehendakaria][azkar]bildu zen [ministroekin] 
[President] [without delay]met [ministers-with] 

[berriak] kontatu zizkiotenean 
[news]     told       aux-when. 

 
The president met with the ministers right away 
when someone told him the news . 
 

In Basque, the PPs2 with the ministers and 
news, can be attached to either the first verb meet 
or to the second verb tell. Due to the 
subcategorization and selectional preferences of 
these verbs we know that the correct attachment 
is the one where with the minister attaches to the 
first verb (to meet) and news attaches to the 
second verb (to tell). The following example 
shows a parallel construction but with different 
attachments: 
 
[Lehendakaria] [atzo]gaixotu zen [ministroekin]  
[President]  [yesterday] got-sick [ministers-
with]  

[kongresuan]  bildu zenean. 
[congress-in] met   aux-when. 

 
The president got sick yesterday when he met in 
the congress with the ministers. 
 

Being the position of ministroekin (with the 
ministers) the same as in the previous example, 
the attachment varies, since ministroekin (with 
the minister) should attach to the second verb (to 
meet), again, because of subcategorization and 
semantic reasons. 

It is well known that verbs show certain 
syntactic and semantic preferences on the 

                                                                 
2 Basque is a head final agglutinative language thus it does 
not have prepositions but grammatical cases/postpositions 
attached at the final word of each noun phrase. In the 
example above (ministroekin/ with the ministers) 
corresponds to ministro+ekin, where the associative case 
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prepositional phrases and noun phrases they 
appear with. Therefore, in a sentence with two 
verbs, and some prepositional or noun phrases, 
one of the verbs will show higher preference for 
some of the noun phrases than the other verb. We 
will make one assumption beyond this idea, the 
assumption being that these preferences happen 
and to some extent can be transferred 
crosslingually (Agirre et al., 2003, Agirre et al., 
2004). As mentioned before, the preferences a 
verb shows with respect to a noun (inside a PP) 
are both syntactic and semantic. Syntactic in 
terms of subcategorization and semantic in terms 
of selectional preferences. So for instance to 
meet tends to subcategorize a PP where the 
preposition is with, and it tends to semantically 
select persons or people to meet with as opposed 
to, for example, things.  

Note that the most studied PP attachment 
ambiguity, namely the one occurring between 
attaching to a verb or to a noun, stays out of the 
scope of this paper. Despite of being a frequent 
ambiguity in English (I [bought books] for 
children, I bought [books for children] ) it does 
not occur as often in Basque. This is due to the 
fact that Basque sometimes shows the possibility 
of using a different case marking for attachments 
to the verb or to the noun. For instance in the 
example above the ambiguous English 
preposition for corresponding to the noun 
attachment site (books meant for children) and 
the beneficiary for corresponding to the verb 
attachment site (buy books to give them to 
children) has two non ambiguous Basque 
equivalents; the –tzako case marking equivalent 
to noun attachment site for, and the –tzat case 
marking equivalent to the verb attachment site 
for. Hence being frequent to use a different case 
marking depending on the attachment site (verb 
or noun) reduces this kind of PP attachment 
ambiguity in Basque as opposed to English.  
 

3 The monolingual approach  

We generated training data starting from raw 
Basque text, using a shallow parser (Aranzabe et 
al. 2004) and a simple extraction heuristic to 
select non ambiguous examples (those with a 
single verb).The shallow parser used is based on 
constraint grammar (Karlson et al. 1995). It 
chunks the text and gets syntactic structures to 
the level of phrases (PPs and VPs). The phrases 
obtained as output of the shallow parser were 
replaced with their head and the relevant case or 



postposition (equivalent to an English 
preposition) that links them to the verb. 

The extraction heuristic consisted of selecting 
monoverbal sentences, since they are 
unambiguous in terms of the PP attachment task 
we were concerned with.  

We built a table with verbs and the head-case 
pairs obtained from the monoverbal sentences. 
The goal was to solve ambiguous attachments in 
the two-verb sentences using as training data the 
non ambiguous information contained in our 
table. The classifiers are based on Ratnaparki´s 
algorithm (Ratnaparki 1993), but we tried two 
variations: in the standard case (mono1 below) 
we only considered the case/postposition and the 
two main verbs, while in a second case (mono2) 
we also considered the head noun of the PP being 
attached. The attachment decisions are 
formalized as follows: 
 
mono1(p,v1,v2)= )2v,1v,p,attPr(}2v,1v{attmaxarg_ ?  

mono2(p,n,v1,v2)= )2v,1v,n,p,attPr(}2v,1v{attmaxarg_ ?  

 
)2v,1v,p|attPr()2vPr()1vPr()2v,1v,p,attPr( =  

)2v,1v,n,p|attPr()2vPr()1vPr()2v,1v,n,p,attPr( =

 
p corresponds to the case/postposition of the PP 
phrase, n to its head noun, att to the attachment 
decision, and v1 and v2 to the two verbs in the 
sentence. 

To be able to estimate the probabilities as 
they stand we should have unambiguous training 
examples where v1 and v2 occur simultaneously. 
As our training examples come from monoverbal 
sentences, we can make the assumption (as in 
Ratnaparki’s work) that the attachment of a 
preposition to a given verb relates to the strength 
the verb alone selects that preposition, and we 
end up with the following approximations: 
 

For mono1: 
 

)1v,p|1vattPr()2v,1v,p|1vattPr( =˜=  
)2v,p|2vattPr()2v,1v,p|2vattPr( =˜=  
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where #(att=vx,p,vx) is the frequency of p 
appearing with vx in our unambiguous table, and 
#(p,vx) is the frequency of p appearing with vx in 

the whole corpus. |P| is the number of different 
cases/prepositions found in the whole corpus, 
and is used to smooth 0 probabilities. 
 

Similarly for mono2: 
 

)1v,n,p|1vattPr()2v,1v,n,p|1vattPr( =˜=
)2v,n,p|2vattPr()2v,1v,n,p|2vattPr( =˜=  
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where #(att=vx,p,n,vx) is the frequency of p 
appearing with n, and vx in our unambiguous 
table, and #(p,n,vx) is the frequency of p 
appearing with n and vx in the whole corpus. |N| 
is the number of different head nouns found in 
the whole corpus.  

We used |N| for smoothing because 
#(att=vx,p,n,vx)/#(p,n,vx) the ratio ends up being 
very small since the counts are few, and it is 
smaller than the one between 
#(att=vx,p,vx)/#(p,vx), so we used |N| as a way to 
represent this fact in smoothing. 

4 The crosslingual approach  

For the crosslingual approach, we trained the 
classifier over unambiguous English examples 
acquired from automatically parsed English data. 
The method is based on (Agirre et al. 2004). The 
crosslingual classifier was then applied to 
disambiguate the same test examples as the 
monolingual classifiers. 

The method used performs the following 
steps: 

1.-obtain the head-case/preposition from the 
test Basque data. 

2.-translate these Basque heads and cases to 
English 

3.-build all possible English VP(head)-
PP(head-case) translation combinations. 

4.-collect English combinations frequencies 
in the English corpus and assign a weight 
to each frequency. 

We will describe each of the steps in turn. 
The first step consists in obtaining the verbs and 
the nominal head (with its respective 
case/preposition) from each of the PPs in the 
Basque test sentences. 

The second step consists in translating the 
heads, cases and the verbs into English using a 
bilingual dictionary. For each (verb-noun-case) 



Basque triplet, build all possible translation 
combinations and then search them in the 
dependency database built from an automatically 
parsed English corpus (using the RASP parser 
(Carroll and Briscoe (2001)). Take for example 
this Basque sentence: 
 

Lehendakariak hauteskundeak irabazi zituen 
botoen %60 lortuz inbersoreen artean. 
The president  won the election obtaining 60 
of the votes among the investors. 

 
The verbs, heads and cases/prepositions are 

the following: 
PP-ergative (lehendakaria) 
PP-absolutive(hauteskundeak) 
PP-absolutive(boto)  
PP-distributive(inbertsore) 
V1(irabazi) V2(lortu) 

 
We translate the nouns, cases and verbs:  
 

Basque  English equivalents 
lehendakaria 
ergative 

president, chairman, 
subj 

hauteskundeak 
absolutive3 

poll, election 
subj,obj 

boto 
absolutive 

vote,vow 
subj,obj 

inbertsore 
distributive 

investor, shareholder 
among, between 

irabazi  to win /earn/gain 
lortu to get/obtain/attain 
 

All possible English noun-verb pairs are 
created with the corresponding English rela tions 
or prepositions for each Basque case, for 
example, for the first Basque PP lehendakari-
ergative: 

 
lehendakari-irabazi vs. lehendakari lortu: 
win-President-ncsubj       get-President-ncsubj 
earn-President-ncsubj obtain-President-ncsubj 
gain-President-ncsubj      attain-President-ncsubj 
win-Chairman-ncsubj get-Chairman-ncsubj 
earn-Chairman-ncsubj     obtain-Chairman-ncsubj 
gain-Chairman-ncsubj     attain-Chairman-ncsubj 
 

Note that we only search for the English verb 
and noun translations occurring in a direct 
syntactic dependency. Moreover, the English and 
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Basque syntactic dependencies need to be 
compatible (see below). 

The third step consists in training the 
classifier over the English data with the English 
equivalents: 

 
cross(batt,bp,bn,bv1,bv2)=

)2ev,1ev,en,ep,eatt(assoc}2ev,1ev{eattmaxarg_ ?  

 
where b stands for Basque and e for English. 

 
In this case, we could probably find 

unambiguous training examples where v1 and v2 
occur simultaneously, since the training corpus is 
deeply parsed. But to be consistent with the 
monolingual approach we maintained the same 
assumption as before, namely that the verb alone 
selects a given preposition no matter which are 
the verbs appearing around. So we end up with 
the same approximations: 
 

)1v,n,p,1vatt(assoc)2v,1v,n,p,1vatt(assoc =˜=  
)2v,n,p,2vatt(assoc)2v,1v,n,p,2vatt(assoc =˜=  

 
We used mutual information as the association 

measure 
 

MI(att=v1,n,p,v1)=log
)p,n(P)1v(P

)p,n,1v(P
 

 
To estimate P(v,n,p), #(v,n,p) was computed 

as: 
 

? #(v translations, n translations, English equivalent prep). 
 

As mentioned above, we intended to keep the 
same syntactic relation across both languages 
when searching. For that, we employed the 
information provided by the Basque 
morphological case attached to each noun as an 
indicative of this relation. This way we would be 
able to maintain the syntactic subcategorization 
information, so for example in the sentence from 
the first section, “The president met urgently with 
the ministers when someone told him the news”, 
we do not only search for meet and minister, we 
include with in the search, as being equivalent to 
the Basque associative case (-kin) attached to 
ministro(minister). The equivalence between 
Basque morphological cases and English 
prepositions was taken from (Lersundi et al., 
2002). In this equivalence table all possibilities 
were listed, but we discarded the ones marked as 
marginal. 



5 The Corpora 

The English corpus is the BNC 
(http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk). The English 
parser used is the RASP parser (Carroll and 
Briscoe 2001). The output parses follow the 
dependency formalism where syntactic relations 
at the sentence level are represented as links 
between the heads of the phrases and the verbs in 
contrast to what constituency parsers do, linking 
whole phrases to verbs. This is a relevant feature 
because it will facilitate the searches. 

In order to make efficient searches in the 
English parsed corpora we created a database 
(Agirre et al. 2004). All in all, the database 
contains 47,145,584 syntactic relations from 
BNC. From these relations, 10,447,129 relations 
are verb-noun dependencies in BNC. 

The Basque corpus comes from a newspaper 
and it refers to news from several months of the 
years 2000 and 2001 (~1.3M sentences) in 
different domains (culture, sports, finances, etc.). 
The sentences comprising the corpus were 
automatically chunked (see Section 3) and 
400748 monoverbal sentences were extracted, 
and used for training. From this corpus a small 
part belongs to a treebank of 3092 sentences built 
by our group (Aduriz et al. 2003). From this 
treebank sentences with two verbs were selected 
(732 in total) and set aside for testing purposes. 

6 The results 

Table 1 shows the results for the different 
classifiers. Mono1 and mono2 are the 
monolingual classifiers (cf. Section 3). Mono1 
represents the monolingual classifier where 
information provided by the noun head of each 
phrase was not used, but the information 
supplied by the grammatical case. Mono2 stands 
for the monolingual classifier for which this 
nominal information was used at training. Cross 
symbolizes the crosslingual classifier trained 
over English data and tested over Basque data 
(cf. Section 4).  
 
 #rel Prec Cov Rec 
Mono1 2032 62% 70% 43.1% 
Mono2 2032 69% 53% 36.6% 
Cross 2032 58% 77% 44.6% 

Mono1+2 2032 67% 70% 46.9% 
Mono1+2+Cross 2032 66% 91% 60% 
Table1 Results for the classifiers over Basque 

test data 

 
The results show that Mono2 is the classifier 

that performs best in terms of precision but the 
worst in terms of coverage and recall. This was 
expected, as this classifier requires also 
information about the head noun, and thus 
suffers from heavier sparse data problems. 
Mono1 has lower precision but higher coverage 
and recall. The best recall is obtained by the 
crosslingual classifier, at the cost of lower 
precision. The better recall is explained by the 
fact that Cross has much more data available (in 
the English corpus) than in the monolingual 
methods (in the Basque corpus). The lower 
precision could be due to the loss of information 
in the translation process or because syntactic 
information in one language does not always 
have a direct equivalent in the other language. 

Table 1 also shows the results of combining 
the systems. Mono1+2 corresponds to applying 
Mono1 when Mono2 does not offer any answer. 
This way the coverage and recall are improved, 
but at the cost of some precision. 
Mono1+2+Cross corresponds to applying 
Mono2, Mono1 and Cross in cascade, that is, 
using Mono1 when Mono2 cannot decide, and 
Cross when neither Mono1 or Mono2 can decide. 
This combination attains the best recall (by 14%) 
with a slight decrease in precision (a single 
point). These combined results show that the 
monolingual and crosslingual methods are 
complementary, and that crosslingual approaches 
can help overcome data restrictions in the target 
language. 

7 Related work 

In the literature there is a vast number of papers 
dealing with the disambiguation of the PP 
attachment decisions. These papers focus on 
disambiguating the traditional PP attachment 
ambiguity between attaching to a verb or to a 
noun. Some use supervised methods training 
over examples coming from a Treebank (Brill 
and Resnik 1994, Collins and Brooks 1995, 
Merlo et al. 1997, Stenina and Nagao 1997), 
while others use unsupervised methods (Hindle 
and Rooth 1993, Ratnaparkhi 1998) learning 
from (v,n,p) tuples obtained from large amounts 
of raw texts. For example, Hindle and Rooth 
used a 13M words corpus, Ratnaparkhi used 
970K sentence corpus.  

More recently Volk proposed a combined 
method where he uses 10k sentences coming 
from the NEGRA treebank, and a raw corpus of 



around 5.5M words. He introduces already the 
problem of small set of data for certain languages 
like German. 

The precision obtained by these works ranges 
from 81 to 88%. 

The work presented here is different in two 
main respects with the ones dealing with the 
traditional PP attachment, first the attachment 
decisions to be made differs. Our task does not 
consist in deciding whether to assign to a verb or 
a noun but deciding between two verbs. Second, 
and very important the amount of data available 
for learning is much smaller than in any of them. 
For all these reasons it is very difficult to make a 
comparison since the differences are substantial. 

8 Conclusions and further work 

This work aimed at exploring the portability of 
linguistic knowledge from one language to 
another, comparing the results with a 
monolingual approach on the same task. The 
results reported suggest that the transfer is 
possible and moreover that crosslingual and 
monolingual approaches can be complementary. 

In contrast with other work in the literature, 
we use totally unrelated corpora in the two 
languages, which makes the method easily 
portable to new languages, requiring only a 
bilingual dictionary in order to reuse the English 
database.  

The classifiers built for this experiment only 
exploited lexico-syntactic information to make 
attachment decisions.  

For the future we plan to explore the use of 
comparable corpora (as in Agirre et al. 2004) 
together with positional information for PP 
attachment in Basque, and study the possibilities 
for combination with the mono and crosslingual 
lexico-syntactic information used here.  

We also plan to explore selectional 
preferences (both monolingual and crosslingual) 
as a way to incorporate more semantics into the 
system. 
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